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estimate_EC50 Estimate Effective dose (EC50) for multi isolate data set

Description
Estimate Effective dose (EC50) for multi isolate stratified data set.

Usage
estimate_EC50(formula, data, EC_lvl = 50, isolate_col, strata_col = NULL, fct, interval = c("none", "delta", "f1s", "t1s"))

Arguments
formula An object of class "formula." (e.g. growth ~ dose)
data A data.frame in which the dose-response data is in
EC_lvl Define the EC level. Default is 50
isolate_col indicate the isolate column. Indicate the name inside "". (e.g. "isolates")
strata_col indicate the strata columns. If there are more then one columns, indicate as a vector (e.g. c("region", "field"))
fct A list with three or more elements specifying the non-linear function. Please, inform the model function with the :: operator to inform the drc package (e.g. drc::LL.4()). For more info, see "drm".
interval A character string specifying the type of confidence intervals to be supplied. For more information see "ED"

Examples
# Load data
data(multi_isolate)
df_ec50 = estimate_EC50(growth~dose,
data = multi_isolate,
isolate_col = "isolate",
strata_col = c("field","fungicida"),
interval = "delta",
fct = drc::LL.3())
head(df_ec50)
**multi_isolate**

**Multi isolate dataset**

**Description**

Dataset containing simulated data of mycelial growth under increasing fungicide doses for 50 fungal isolates, two types of field (conventional and organic), and two different fungicides.

**Usage**

```r
data("multi_isolate")
```

**Format**

A data frame with 3500 observations on the following 5 variables.

- *isolate* a numeric vector
- *field* a factor with levels Conventional Organic
- *fungicida* a factor with levels Fungicide A Fungicide B
- *dose* a numeric vector
- *growth* a numeric vector

**Examples**

```r
data(multi_isolate)
## maybe str(multi_isolate) ; plot(multi_isolate) ...
```
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